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Abstract. Behavioral properties of open systems can be formalized as objectives
in two-player games. Turn-based games model asynchronous interaction between
the players (the system and its environment) by interleaving their moves. Concurrent games model synchronous interaction: the players always move simultaneously. Infinitary winning criteria are considered: Büchi, co-Büchi, and more
general parity conditions. A generalization of determinacy for parity games to
concurrent parity games demands probabilistic (mixed) strategies: either player 1
has a mixed strategy to win with probability 1 (almost-sure winning), or player 2
has a mixed strategy to win with positive probability.
This work provides efficient reductions of concurrent probabilistic Büchi and coBüchi games to turn-based games with Büchi condition and parity winning condition with three priorities, respectively. From a theoretical point of view, the
latter reduction shows that one can trade the probabilistic nature of almost-sure
winning for a more general parity (fairness) condition. The reductions improve
understanding of concurrent games and provide an alternative simple proof of
determinacy of concurrent Büchi and co-Büchi games. From a practical point of
view, the reductions turn solvers of turn-based games into solvers of concurrent
probabilistic games. Thus improvements in the well-studied algorithms for the
former carry over immediately to the latter. In particular, a recent improvement
in the complexity of solving turn-based parity games yields an improvement in
time complexity of solving concurrent probabilistic co-Büchi games from cubic
to quadratic.

1 Introduction
In formal verification, a closed system is a system whose behavior is completely
determined by the state of the system, while an open system is a system that
interacts with its environment and whose behavior depends on this interaction [11]. While formal verification of closed systems uses models based on labeled transition systems, formal analysis of open systems, and the related problems of control and synthesis, use models based on two-player games, where
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one player represents the system, and the other player represents the environment [18, 19, 1, 7, 13, 14]. At each round of the game, player 1 (the system) and
player 2 (the environment) choose moves, and the choices determine the next
state of the game. Specifications of open systems can be expressed as objectives
in such games, and deciding whether an open system satisfies a specification is
reduced to deciding whether player 1 has a winning strategy in the game. The
construction of winning strategies can also be used to synthesize correct systems
and controllers from their specifications [18, 19].
In practice, games with finitary winning conditions, such as reachability and
safety games play a prominent role. Games with infinitary winning conditions,
such as Büchi, co-Büchi, and general parity games [21] are richer from the theoretical point of view. Apart from being a versatile tool in the theory of formal
verification [21] they can also be used in practice to model liveness and fairness
specifications [15].
While turn-based games have been heavily studied [15, 21, 12], concurrent
games have been considered only recently [5, 4]. Modelling based on turn-based
games assumes that interaction between the system and the environment is asynchronous and actions of the two players can be interleaved. Concurrent games
are better suited for modeling synchronous interaction [2, 3]. In every round of
a concurrent game the two players choose moves simultaneously and independently, and the pair of choices of both players determines the next state of the
game. If a system exhibits a mix of synchronous and asynchronous interaction
which depends on some external factors, one can attempt to reconcile the two
by allowing in the game probabilistic moves assigning appropriate probabilities
to each option.
Solving concurrent games requires new concepts and techniques when compared to turn-based games. For example, determinacy of turn-based parity games
does not easily carry over to concurrent games. While deterministic and memoryless (pure) strategies suffice for turn-based games [9, 21, 23], probabilistic
(mixed) strategies with possibly infinite memory are necessary for winning concurrent games [5, 4].
Theorem 1. [4] In a concurrent parity game, in every vertex, either player 1
has a mixed strategy to win with probability 1, or player 2 has a mixed strategy
to win with positive probability.
We encourage the reader to refer to the papers by de Alfaro at al. [5] and de
Alfaro and Henzinger [4] for small and lucid examples of games which exhibit
some of the conceptual hurdles needed to be overcome in order to solve concurrent reachability, Büchi, and co-Büchi games.

This paper offers an alternative way to solve concurrent Büchi and co-Büchi
games, by providing an efficient reduction of concurrent games to turn-based
games. Specifically, we prove the following.
Theorem 2. There are linear-time reductions from concurrent Büchi games to
turn-based Büchi games, and from concurrent co-Büchi games to Parity(0,2)
games.1
From the theoretical point of view, interesting by-products of our proofs of the
above fact are conceptually simple proofs of determinacy for concurrent Büchi
and co-Büchi games that invoke the classical determinacy theorem for turnbased parity games [9, 21, 23]. On the practical side, our reductions turn solvers
of non-probabilistic turn-based parity games into solvers of probabilistic concurrent games. Thus, improvements in the well-studied algorithms for the former [10, 15, 8, 20, 12, 22] will immediately carry over to the latter. In particular,
a recent result [12] improving the complexity of parity games, together with our
latter translation yields an improvement in the complexity of solving concurrent
co-Büchi games from cubic [4] to quadratic.
A key novel technical concept behind the correctness proofs of our reductions is that of witness functions for concurrent Büchi and co-Büchi games, generalizing signature assignments [9, 23] and progress measures [12] from turnbased games to concurrent games. Witness functions label the states of a concurrent game with (tuples of) numbers so that certain local conditions on edges
of the game graph are satisfied. A technical advantage of witness functions is
that it suffices to check the local conditions on a set of vertices in order to conclude that the respective player has a winning strategy in an infinite game from
every state in the set. As in the article of de Alfaro and Henzinger [4] the local
conditions are expressed in terms of probability distributions of moves (mixed
moves) each player can take from a vertex. For our reductions from concurrent
to turn-based games we establish “finitary” characterizations of those conditions in terms of pure moves. Then we show that these finitary characterizations
can be modeled by small sub-games in which the two players follow a certain
“protocol” of choosing pure moves.
Due to lack of space, this extended abstract omits many proofs, some key
technical auxiliary results, and generalizations of the main results to limit-sure
winning and general parity winning conditions. A full version of this paper will
deal with those issues in more detail.
1

A Parity(0,2) winning condition consists of a partition of the state space into three sets  ,   ,
and   , and the objective of player 1 is either to visit   infinitely often, or visit   infinitely
often and   only finitely often.

2 Concurrent probabilistic games
For a finite set , a probability distribution on is a function   
such that !#"%$& . We denote the set of probability distributions on
by '()*" . For a probability distribution +,'()*" we define -.- /-0- , the support
of , by -.- /-0-1$3245+( 6!#"873:9 .
A two-player concurrent probabilistic game structure ;<$3>=/@?A?  @?  @BC"
consists of the following components.
– A finite set = of vertices, and a finite set of actions ? .
– Functions ?  ?  =DFEG , such that for every vertex H , ?  )H" and ?  !H "
are non-empty sets of actions available in vertex H to players 1 and 2, respectively.
– A probabilistic transition function BIJ=LKM?NKM?F '(O=J" , such that
for every vertex H and actions PQ+N?  )H" and RS+N?  )H" , B1)HPTR" is a
probability distribution on the successor vertices.
At each step of the game, both players choose moves to proceed with. We
consider two options here.
– Pure action moves. The set of moves is the set of actions U $D? . The sets
of moves available to players 1 and 2 in vertex H are U  )H"V$W?  )H" and
U  !H "8$3?  !H" , respectively.
– Mixed (randomized) action moves. The set of moves is the set of probability
distributions on the set of actions U
$L'(>?X" . The sets of moves available to players 1 and 2 in vertex H are U  !H"V$D' ?  )H" and U  !H "Y$
' ?  !H" , respectively. In this case we extend the transition function to
BZ[=\K,U K,U ]'(O=J" , by BC!H^#`_a">)bc"d$
e  gfihCj k  `fihlj ^4OPT"nm
G
G
_dOR"omB1)HPTR" .

y]= , we define
We often write poqshrut v  bX for BC!H @^#w_d"O!bc" , and for a set x
poq hrut v  xIn$
z#{|poq hrut v  bA .
Thus, poqshrut v  bA is the probability that the successor vertex is b , given that
the current vertex is H and the players chose to proceed with ^ and _ . Similarly,
poqshrut v  xI is the probability that the successor vertex is a member of x .
A concurrent probabilistic game is played in the following way. If H is the
current vertex in a play then player 1 chooses a move ^}+~U  !H" , and simultaneously and independently player 2 chooses a move _+U  )H" . Then the play
proceeds to a successor vertex b with probability poqshrut v  bX .
HwH  wH  @@ of vertices, such that for all
 A path in ; is an infinite sequence
 , there are moves ^,+~U  !HT" and _*+~U  !H" , such that poqshru t v  H1  #7
 . We denote by  the set of all paths.
We say that a concurrent game structure ;<$3>=/@?A?  @?  B1" is:

– Turn-based, if for all H+= , we have either - ?  !H"-[$W or - ?  !H "l-[$W ;
i.e., in every vertex only one player may have a non-trivial choice;
– Deterministic, if for all H+= , P|+?  )H" , and RQ+?  !H " , we have
-0- BC!H @PTR"-.-$< ; i.e., in every move the next vertex is uniquely determined
by the pure action moves chosen by the players. In this case we often write
B1)HPTR" for the unique b&+}= , such that B1)HPT@R">)bc"8$3 .



Strategies. A strategy for player 1 is a function   =
U , such that for a

finite sequence H~+M=
of vertices, representing the history of the play so far,
   H " is the next move to be chosen by player 1. A strategy must prescribe only
available moves, i.e.,    bm>H"8+}U  )H" , for all b+}=c , and H(+}= . Strategies
for player 2 are defined analogously. We write   and   for the sets of all
strategies for players 1 and 2, respectively.
vertex H , and strategies   +N  and   +N  , we define
aFor
s an
 initial


)H` ` "y¡ to be the set of paths that can be followed when a
play starts from vertex H and the players use the strategies   and   . Formally,
as 
¢
H  wH  wH  @@+
)H`  `  " if H  $MH , and for all
 , we have that
BC!H^ `_[T"O)H  "873 , where ^[J$*  !H@@wH£" and _ ¤$  !H1@@wH" .
Once a starting vertex H and strategies   and   for the two players have
¥been chosen, the probabilities of events are uniquely defined, where
¥ an event
yN is a  measurable
set of paths. For a vertex H , and an event yN , we
¥
¥
write poqsh¦ t ¦  " for the probability that a path belongs to when the game
starts from H , and the players use the strategies   and   .
Winning criteria. A game §¨$WO;Z@©<" consists of a game structure ; and a
winning criterion ©ªy3 (for player 1). In this paper we consider the following
winning criteria.
– Büchi criterion. For a set «

of vertices, the Büchi criterion is defined by:


Büchi O«J"8$32HwH  m@mm¬+}& for infinitely many

 , we have H  +}«J9

– Co-Büchi criterion. For a set ® of vertices, the co-Büchi criterion is defined
by:


Co-Büchi >®Z"¯$32H`H  m@mm¬+}& for finitely many

 , we have H  +~®°9

– Parity criterion. Let ±W$NO±  ±  @@± ²" be a partition of the set of vertices. The parity criterion is defined by:
Parity O±°"8$32 H(+}°³´ µ

Inf  H"

is even 9

where for a path H($*HwH  `H  m@mm¬+} , we define
Inf  H "8$324¶d+

there are infinitely many



 , such that H  +}± · 9

Note that a parity criterion Parity O±[±  " is equivalent to the Büchi criterion
Büchi >±  " , and a parity criterion Parity O¸±  ±  " is equivalent to the co-Büchi
criterion Co-Büchi O±  " .
For uniformity we phrase all the results below in terms of parity games. By
®°>`¹" we denote concurrent probabilistic parity games with a parity criterion
Parity O±[@±  @@@± º" , and by ®ZOw¹" we denote concurrent probabilistic parity games with a parity criterion Parity O¸±  ±  @@± º" . By »¼!¶s`¹" we denote
®°!¶s`¹" games with turn-based deterministic game structures. Thus, we write
®°>@" for concurrent probabilistic Büchi games, ®°>@E" for concurrent probabilistic co-Büchi games, »¼>@" for turn-based deterministic Büchi games, etc.
Winning modes. Let §$\O;Z©½" be a game. We say that a strategy   + 
for player 1 is:

– a sure winning strategy for player 1 from vertex H in the game §¯O;Z©½" , if
dT¾¿£c
for all   +}  , we have
!Hw  w  "¯y<© ,
– an almost-sure winning strategy for player 1 from vertex H in the game
 
§4>;Z©½" , if for all   +}  , we have poqsh¦ t ¦  ©n$3 ,
– a positive-probability winning strategy for player 1 from vertex H in the
 
game §4>;Z©½" , if for all   +}  , we have poqsh¦ t ¦  ©n73 .
The same notions are defined similarly for player 2, with the set © in the winning condition replaced by ¨À:© .
For a class Á of games, and a winning mode Â+Ã2 s  a  p 9 , we write ÁÄ
for the class of games in which the goal of player 1 is to win with the mode Â ,
where “s” stands for sure win, “a” stands for almost-sure win, and “p” stands for
positive-probability win. For example, ®Z>@" a are almost-sure win concurrent
probabilistic Büchi games and ®Z>@E" p are positive-probability win concurrent
probabilistic co-Büchi games.
Solving games. The algorithmic problem of solving Á Ä games is the following:
given a game § from class Á and a vertex H in the game graph as the input,
decide whether player 1 has a Â -winning strategy in game § from vertex H .

3 Witnesses for turn-based deterministic games
In order to prove that a strategy is winning for a player in a parity game, one
needs to argue that all infinite plays consistent with the strategy are winning for
the player. A technically convenient notion of a witness has been used in [9, 23,
12] to establish existence of a winning strategy by verifying only some finitary
local conditions. We recall here the definitions and basic facts about witnesses

(also called signature assignments [9, 23], or progress measures [12]) for a relevant special case »ÅO@E" games; we leave it as an exercise to the reader to
provide similar notions of witnesses for the even simpler case of »¼>@" games.
For Æ|+
, we write  Æ for the set 2E@`Æ89 , and  ÆwÇ for the set
2E@@wÆÈÉ9 , where the element É is bigger than all the others. Let ;<$
O=#?A@?  ?  @BC" be a game structure and let Êo=Ë  ÆwÇ . We define Ê¯ÇN$
24b&+=ZÊ4!bc"È$<É¡9 , and for a vertex H¢+~= , we define Ê8Ì h $½24b&+=
Ê4)b "¯Í3Ê¯)H"Î9 , and Ê8Ï h $324b+}=°Ê4)bc"873Ê¯)H"Î9 .
Let §,$
;Z Parity>±[@±  @±  " be a »¼OE" game, where ; is a concurrent
game graph >=/@?A?  @?  B1" , and BV=|KÐ?KÐ?MÑ= .
Witness for player 1. For a function ÊÐ¬=Dª Æ Ç , we say that a vertex H(+}=
is Ê -progressive for player 1 if the following holds:

Ò

PJ+}?  !H ">Ó/R6+}?  !H "> H(+}±[Ô
H(+}±  Ô
H(+}±  Ô

BC!HPTR"X+}
Õ Ê Ç Ö
BC!HPTR"8+}Ê8Ì h Ö
BC!HPTR"X+}
Õ Ê Ï h 

(1)

We say that the function Ê is a (sure win) witness for player 1 if every vertex
H(+}Ê Ì Ç is Ê -progressive for player 2.
 

Witness for player
 2. For a pair of functions ×$Ø)× w× " , such that ×
=&Ù ÆogÇ , and × [=&Ù Æo , we say that a vertex H+= is × -progressive for
player 2 if the following holds:

Ò

R6+}?  )H"OÓnPJ+}?  !H"O H(+}±[Ô
H(+}±  Ô
H(+}±  Ô

B1)HPTR"8+(×  Ì h Ö
B1)HPTR"X+(
Õ × Ï h Ö
B1)HPTR"8+(×XÌ h 

(2)

where we define


×XÌ h $3)×  `× "sÌ h $



b+}= ×  )bc">w× )bc" Í%Ú ÛÝÜ ×  ) H">w× !H" 

and Í Ú ÛÝÜ is the lexicographic ordering. We define ×XÌ Ç $\× Ì Ç . We say that
the function × is a (sure win) witness for player 2 if every vertex H~+× Ì Ç is

× -progressive for player 2.

Lemma 1. If Ê is a witness for player 1 and × is a witness for player 2, then
player 1 has a winning strategy from every vertex H(+}Ê Ì Ç , and player 2 has a
winning strategy from every vertex H(+(×XÌ Ç .
The following fact amounts to determinacy for turn-based parity games.
Theorem 3. [9, 23] If § is a deterministic turn-based parity game, then there is
a witness Ê for player 1, and a witness × for player 2, such that ÊÈÌ ÇÞ ×XÌ Ç $
=£ß . Therefore, from every vertex one of the players has a winning strategy.

In Section 4 we define witnesses for both players in concurrent almost-sure
win Büchi games. Then in Section 5 we use them to give a reduction from concurrent probabilistic almost-sure win Büchi games to turn-based deterministic
Büchi games. As a by-product we get the following as a corollary of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. If § is a ®Z>@" a game, then there is a witness Ê for player 1, and
a witness × for player 2, such that Ê Ì Ç Þ × Ì Ç$3=£ß .
In Section 6 we define witnesses for both players in concurrent almost-sure
win co-Büchi games. Then in Section 7 we use them to give a reduction from
concurrent probabilistic almost-sure win co-Büchi games to »ÅOE" games. As
a by-product we get the following as a corollary of Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. If § is a ®Z>@E" a game, then there is a witness Ê for player 1, and
a witness × for player 2, such that ÊÈÌ Ç¨Þ ×XÌ Ç $3= ß .
Note that Theorems 4 and 5 together with Lemma 1 imply Theorem 1, i.e.,
determinacy of concurrent Büchi and co-Büchi games.

4 Witnesses for concurrent Büchi games
Proving that a player in a concurrent parity game has a winning strategy, in particular for non-sure winning modes, is often quite involved. Instead of proving
from first principles that certain strategies are winning for a player, we introduce, for various winning modes and criteria, the notions of witnesses, which are
functions that assign natural numbers to vertices so that the assignment satisfies
certain “local” constraints. We then prove that a witness for a player gives rise
to a winning strategy for him. Once we show that witnesses are sufficient conditions for existence of winning strategies, we only need to focus on constructing
witnesses, which is easier than analyzing probabilities of sets of infinite probabilistic plays induced by strategies, since only local finitary constraints need to
be verified.
Let §Ð$
;° Parity O±[±  " be a ®Z>@" game with ;<$<O=#?A?  ?  @BC" .
Witness for player 1. For a function ÊÐ¬=Dª ÆwÇ , we say that a vertex H(+}=
is Ê -progressive for player 1 if the following holds:

Òà

Ò
Ï   r á f G wfihljâj Ó v  á f G O fihljâj  (
H +}±  Ô Prhrut v  Ê8Çã/$3 Ö *ä
H(+~±  Ô Prruh t v  Ê Ç /
 $3 Ö Prhrut v  Ê8Ì h 


(3)

We say that the function Ê is an (almost-sure win) witness for player 1 if every
vertex H(+}ÊÈÌ Ç is Ê -progressive for player 1.

Lemma 2. If Ê,=ª Æo Ç is a witness for player 1 in the ®ZO" a game, then
he has an (almost-sure) winning strategy from every vertex in Ê Ì Ç .
Witness for player 2. For a function ×¨=ª Æo Ç , we say that a vertex H(+}=
is × -progressive for player 2 if the following holds:

Ò
Ó[åÏ   v á f G `fihljâj Ó r  á f G w fihljâj  (
H +}±[Ô Prhr[t v  ×XÌ h /73 Ö
(4)

H(+}± Ô Prruh t v  × Ì h n7<}æ Prhrut v  ×XÏ h n3
ç èB 

We say that the function ×½=\  ÆwÇ is a (positive win) witness for player 2
if every vertex H(+(×AÌ Ç is × -progressive for player 2.
Lemma 3. If ×é%=]
 Æo Ç is a witness for player 2 in the ®ZO" a game,
then he has a (positive-probability) winning strategy from every vertex in ×XÌ Ç .

5 Translation of êësì¯í îï

a

games to ðÃësì¯í îï games

The following “finitary” characterizations of vertices that are Ê - and × -progressive for player 1 and player 2, respectively, are the key to our reduction of
concurrent probabilistic to turn-based non-probabilistic games.
Action progressive vertices. Let Ê¯w×=Dñ ÆwÇ . We say that a vertex H(+}=
is action Ê -progressive for player 1 if the following holds:

Ò e
 g fihlj Ó k  Ofihlj  Preh t k  Ê Ç n$3 Ö
Ò G
G
e k
Ó k  G `if hCj  e  G w fihlj  Prh t  Ê Ì h n73 Ö
(5)
e kò
)Ó k¾ò  G `fihlj  Prh t  Ê¯ÇXn$<" 
We say that a vertex H(+}= is action × -progressive for player 2 if the following
H(+}±[Ô
H(+}±  Ô

holds:

Ò
e k
Ó Ò e  G w fihlj  k  G ` fihCj  Prhe t  ×XÌ h /73 Ö
k  Oif hlj Ó e  g fihCj  Prh t k  ×XÏ h /$3:æ
(6)
G
G
ò
Ò
e
k
h
 kÝò  G  fihlj  Prh t  × Ì /73" 
Lemma 4. Let Ê4`×Î=N  Æ Ç . 1. If a vertex HÐ+Q= is action Ê -progressive
for player 1, then it is Ê -progressive for him. 2. If a vertex HD+N= is action
× -progressive for player 2, then it is × -progressive for him.
H(+}±[Ô
H(+}±  Ô

We give a reduction of ®°>@" a games to »¼>@" games. The idea of the reduction is to replace each concurrent transition in the concurrent game by a small
turn-based game in which each player aims at satisfying the condition in the
definition of his action progressive vertex.

Let ó
; $ôO=#?A?  ?  @BC" be a concurrent probabilistic game structure,
;  Parity O±  @±  ">" a be a ®ZO@" a game. We define a »¼>@" game
and let OZ
O;:õ!>±% õ @±% õ "O" in the following way. The set of vertices of ;:õ includes the set
= of vertices of ; . We describe the transition function of ; õ from every vertex
H +*= , and from the extra vertices that a few-step play in ;:õ from H to another
vertex b&+}= can go through.


ö First, for every
ö  HQ+D= , P}+D? )H" , R¼+D? )H" we define one-step
ö games
 )H@P@R" and )HPTR" as follows: the unique initial vertex of game · )HPT@R"
has priority ¶ , and the following hold.

ö

– In the initial vertex of game 
 )HPT@R" player 2 chooses a successor b&+}= ,
such that B1)HPT@R">)bc"873 ;
ö
– In the initial vertex of game  ) HPT@R" player 1 chooses a successor b&+}= ,
such that B1)HPT@R">)bc"873 .

ö
öIn  the correctness proof of the reduction given below, the games  !HPTR" and
)H@P@R" act as gadgets that allow:
ö
e k
– in game )H@P@R" : player 1 to “verify” the condition Prh t  Ê Ç d$÷ , and
e k
player 2 to “verify” the condition Prh t  ×XÌ h n7< ; and
ö 
e k
!H @P@R" : player 1 to “verify”
– in game
the condition Prh t  Ê Ì h 87 , and
e k
player 2 to “verify” the condition Prh t  × Ï h n$< .
Next, we define the transition function of § õ from every H~+M= . Note that this
transition function is simply a translation of the formula (5) from the definition
of an action progressive vertex into a “formula evaluation” game, where player 1
is the “existential” player, and player 2 is the “universal” player.
– If H(+}±  then the following game is played:
1. in vertex H(+}±  , player 1 chooses a successor )HPT" , where PJ+}?  )H" ;
ö
2. in vertex !H @P" , player 2 chooses a one-step game !H @PTR" , where
R6+~?  )H" .
– If H(+}±  then the following game is played:
1. in vertex H(+}±  , player 2 chooses a successor !HR" , where R6+}?  !H " ;
2. in vertex !H @R" , player 1 chooses a successor !H @RPT" , where PJ+}?  )H" ;
ö
3. in vertex )H@RPT" , player 2 chooses either: the one-step game  )HPTR" ,
or the successor !H @RPTø" ;
ö
4. in vertex )H@RPTø" player 2 chooses a one-step game )H@P@Rwõ!" , where
R õ +~?  )H" .
Clearly, the game graph ;:õ is turn-based and deterministic. The set ±% õ contains
ö
±[ and all the initial vertices of the one-step games !H @P@R" . All the other
vertices belong to ±% õ .

Theorem 6. Let § be a ®°>@" a game. For every vertex H,+I=ß , player 1 has
an (almost-sure) winning strategy from H in § if and only if player 1 has a (sure)
winning strategy from H in the »ÅO" game § õ .
Proof idea: The idea of the proof is to argue that witnesses for either of the
players in game § õ give rise to witnesses for the same player in game § . Then
by the determinacy theorem for turn-based deterministic games (Theorem 3)
and Lemma 3 we get Theorems 4 and 6. More precisely, it suffices to establish
the following.
1. If ÊõÎ =XõÎÙ Æ Ç is a witness for player 1 in the »ÅO@" game § õ then the
restriction Ê of Ê õ to = is a witness for player 1 in the ®Z>@" a game § .
2. If ×dõn[=ãõnÙ Æ Ç is a witness for player 2 in the »¼>@" game §õ then the
restriction × of × õ to = is a witness for player 2 in the ®°>@" a game § .
Remark 1. Observe that the game graph ;:õ we construct above contains vertices
of the form !H @PTR" , where H is a vertex of the original game graph ; , and P
and R are moves of players 1 and 2 in H , respectively. Thus formally, in order to
claim that our reduction is linear, we need to assume, e.g., that the numbers of
moves available to a player in every vertex are ùZ>" . The same applies to our
reduction from Section 7.

6 Witnesses for concurrent co-Büchi games

;Z Parity>¸@±  @±  " be a ®ZOE" game, with ;<$3O=#@?X@?  @?  B1" .
Witness for player 1. For a function ÊÐ¬=Dª ÆwÇ , we say that a vertex H(+}=
is Ê -progressive for player 1 if the following holds:
Ò à
Ò
Ï  á f G gfihljâj Ó á f G Ofihljâj 
*ä
r
v
(7)
H(+}±  Ô Prhrut v  Ê Ç n$3 Ö Prhrut v  ÊÈÌ h  *ä Ö
H(+}±  Ô Prhrut v  Ê Ç n$3 Ö Prhrut v  ÊÈÌ h 
m Prhrut v  Ê Ï h  

Let §,$

We say that the function Ê is an (almost-sure win) witness for player 1 if every
vertex H(+}ÊÈÌ Ç is Ê -progressive for player 1.
Lemma 5. If Ê=÷  ÆogÇ is an (almost-sure win) witness for player 1, then
he has an (almost-sure) winning strategy from every vertex in Ê8Ì Ç .







Witness for player
 2. For a pair of functions ×$Ø)× w × " , such that ×
=&Ù Æo Ç , and × [=&Ù Æo , we say that a vertex H+= is × -progressive for

player 2 if the following holds:

Òú lû
Ò
4Ó @å Ï   v á f G ` fihljâj 4Ó r á f G wfihljâj 
H(+}±  Ô Prhr[t v  ×  Ì h /73Ãæ Prhrut v  ×  Ï h nç3èB Ö
(8)
H(+}±  Ô Prhr[t v  ×  Ì h /73
ú }æ
 Prhrut v  × Ì h   èB Ö Prhrut v  ×  Ï h nç<OèB1"om Prhrut v × Ì h " 
We say that the function ×½=\  Æ Ç is a (positive win) witness for player 2
if every vertex H(+(×AÌ Ç is × -progressive for player 2.
 
Lemma 6. If ×$3)× w× " is a (positive win) witness for player 2, then he has
a (positive-probability) winning strategy from every vertex in × Ì Ç .
7 Translation of êë1î í£üÎï

a

games to ðÃësì¯í£üÎï games

The following “finitary” characterization of vertices that are Ê -progressive for
player 1 is the starting point of the idea behind our reduction of concurrent
probabilistic co-Büchi games to turn-based non-probabilistic parity games.
Action progressive vertices. Let Ê,u=ñ Æo Ç . We say that a vertex H¢+~=
action Ê -progressive for player 1 if the following holds:

is

Ò
e k
Ó k  G O fihlj  e  G gfihlj  Prh t  Ê Ì h /73 Ö
e kò
)Ó k¾ò  G `fihlj  Prh t  Ê Ç n$3" Ö
Ò1ýlþÿ
e
(9)


gfihlj :)Ó e @ Ó k  `fihlj  Prh t k  Ê Ç n$<" Ö
H(+}±  Ô
G
G
Ò
e k
eòk
!Ó e  Ó k  G `fihlj  Prh t  Ê Ï h /$3"æ| e ò   Prh t  Ê8Ì h /73" 
Lemma 7. Let Ê3È=   ÆwÇ . If a vertex H+<= is action Ê -progressive for
player 1, then it is Ê -progressive for him.
We present a reduction of ®ZO@E" a games to »¼OE" games. Let ; be a concurrent probabilistic game graph O=#@?X@?  @?  B1" , and let ;Z Parity >¸@±  @±  " "
be a ®ZOE" a game. We define a »ÅOE" game O;:õ!±% õ ±% õ @±% õ " in the following
way. The set of vertices of ; õ includes the set = of vertices of ; . We describe
the transition function of ;:õ from every vertex H(+}= , and the extra vertices that
a game from H can go through.
ö
ö
We are going to use one-step games )HPTR" and  )HPT@R" defined in
ö
Section 5. Moreover we define a very similar one-step game  )H@P@R" , such
H(+}±  Ô

its unique initial vertex has priority 2, and in the unique initial vertex of
öthat
 )H@P@R" player 2 chooses a successor b+}= , such that BC!H @PTR"O!bc"¯7< .
ö
As in the case of Büchi games in Section 5, the one-step games ·w)HPTR" ,
for ¶~+L2@@E9 , serve as gadgets that allow the players to “verify” certain
conditions occurring in the definition of an action progressive vertex.
Next, we define the transition relation from every H(+~= .

– If H*+3±  then the same game is played as for H*+3±  in the reduction of
®ZO" a games to »ÅO" games described in Section 5.
– If H(+}±  then the following game is played:
1. in vertex H(+}±  , player 1 chooses a successor )HPT" , where PJ+}?  )H" ;
2. in vertex !H @PT" , player 2 chooses a successor )H@P@R" , where R6+}?  )H" ;
ö
3. in vertex )H@P@R" , player 2 chooses either: the one-step game )HPTR" ,
or the successor !H @PTRø" ;
ö
4. in vertex )H@P@Rø" , player 1 chooses either: the one-step game  )HPTR" ,
or the successor !H @R" ;
5. in vertex )H@R" , player 1 chooses a successor !H @RPlõ!" , where Plõ,+
?  !H" ;
ö
6. in vertex )H@RP õ " , player 2 chooses either: the one-step game  )HP õ R" ,
or the vertex )HPlõ!" .
The vertices in = keep their priority, i.e., ±: õ includes ±  , and ±% õ includes ±  .
ö
All the other new vertices different from the initial vertices of games · )HPT@R"
have priority 2.
Theorem 7. Let § be a ®°>@E" a game. For every vertex H,+I=ß , player 1 has
an (almost-sure) winning strategy from H in § if and only if player 1 has a (sure)
winning strategy from H in the »ÅOE" game § õ .
Since »ÅO@E" games can be solved in quadratic time [12] and § õ is linear in § ,
we have the following.
Theorem 8. ®°>@E"

a

games can be solved in quadratic time.

8 Discussion
Algorithms for solving concurrent probabilistic games that have been known
so far [5, 4] are fairly complicated. On the other hand, the problem of solving
turn-based games has been heavily studied and there are many algorithms available [10, 15, 8, 20, 12, 22]. So, from a practical point of view, our reductions
allow to directly apply this work, and future related work, to solving concurrent
probabilistic games. We note that even though the proofs of correctness of our
translations are involved, the translations themselves are fairly simple, so at a
very low cost, one can turn a solver for turn-based parity games into a solver for
almost-sure winning concurrent reachability, Büchi, and co-Büchi games.
We demonstrated the reductions for the reachability, Büchi, and co-Buchi
winning criteria. For turn-based Büchi games, special cases are known to be
solvable in linear time. This includes weak games [16], and games whose transitions form a tree with back edges [17]. Using our reductions, one can define

classes of concurrent probabilistic games for which the game can be decided in
linear time.
We conjecture that our translations can be generalized to all almost-sure
concurrent parity games and to limit-sure winning [4].
Conjecture 1. There is a linear-time reduction from the problem of solving
®°>" games to the problem of solving »¼>" games.

 ²  



" [12], this would imply
Since »ÅO" games can be solved in time ù¤)Æ
improving the asymptotic time complexity of solving almost-sure
concurrent
² " [4] to ùZ!Æ  ²     " .
parity games with  priorities from ùZ)Æ
Finally, let us note that the ability to reduce concurrent games to turn-based
games does not mean that concurrent games are a superfluous model. Concurrent games are appropriate for modeling concurrent systems in which the
underlying components interact synchronously [2, 3]. While our reductions are
convenient for algorithmic analysis of such systems, the turn-based systems we
construct no longer model the original system in any natural sense.
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